Antioxidants, cholesterol, and ischaemic heart disease: CHAOS or confusion?

Cells in culture show very little uptake of normal low-density lipoprotein (LDL), the main carrier of cholesterol in plasma. The missing link between cholesterol, LDL, and atheroma seemed to be revealed with the discovery that chemically modified LDL was taken up by cells in an uncontrolled manner via scavenger receptors, thus allowing overload.1 The key process was oxidation of fatty acid chains leading to modification of lysine residues in the receptor binding region of apolipoprotein B100. Similar effects could be produced by oxidative damage to LDL in vitro and supplementation with natural and artificial antioxidants seemed protective.

This intellectually intensely attractive explanation2 for the biological noise affecting relations between clinical atheroma and cholesterol, and the potential to explain the benefits of “natural” diets, was only briefly troubled by the difficulty in actually demonstrating any such modified LDL in the circulation. First, endothelial cells in culture were shown capable of inducing such changes, thus the key modifications may follow extravascular passage of LDL. Second, the necessary modifications to redirect uptake could be produced by very minor mistreatment of LDL in the laboratory—for example, by shaking in air in a test tube. The idea that such minimally modified LDL is the key component for atheroma advanced further with the demonstration that oxidised LDL can be cytoxic, chemotactic, and growth stimulating, inducing migration and death of cells, and smooth muscle cell proliferation, in the putative early lesion.3 Oxidised LDL has been demonstrated in human plaques, antibodies to oxidised LDL circulate in human plasma,4 and the transition elements iron and perhaps copper present in plaques could also promote the oxidative change. Variability could arise through levels of natural antioxidants, α tocopherol (vitamin E) is the most abundant natural antioxidant in LDL, proposed as ideally positioned for a protective antioxidant and free radical scavenger, just below the surface of the LDL particle. Carotenoids (vitamin A) also enter the core of LDL, and ascorbate (vitamin C) in the aqueous phase could perhaps offer surface protection or regeneration of tocopherols at the LDL particle surface. Red wine was promoted through its high content of antioxidant flavonoids, there is actually more in unfermented grape juice.

These associations have persuaded some 40% of the United States population to take vitamin supplements, mainly as antioxidants and sometimes at doses hugely in excess of those in natural diets,3 compromising both the ethics and practicality of placebo controlled studies. Happily, overt toxicity seems rare, but what about the benefits?

Three patterns of relation have been pursued: cellular laboratory studies of LDL including some with material from patients and volunteers; associations between reported intakes and measured levels of natural antioxidants, generally as α tocopherol, and outcome; and clinical studies of outcome after supplementation with exogenous specific agents. Laboratory studies have been generally supportive and have suggested wider aspects of atheroma in which antioxidants might be involved. Growth factor signalling processes underlying responses to oxidised LDL are being unravelled through in vitro and mainly animal experiments.5 Vitamin E can maintain acetylcholine dependent endothelium derived vessel relaxation, possibly by protecting nitric oxide against free radical attack, and reducing the response to protein kinase C stimulation; thus any benefits of vitamin E and other antioxidants may also operate independently of LDL.6 But vitamin E half-lives in plasma are shorter than those for LDL, thus associations in plasma are relatively transient. Laboratory data on vitamin E concentrations has to be equalised for LDL concentration as LDL is the predominant carrier of vitamin E in plasma.7 Antibody titres to oxidised LDL are not associated with extent of clinical disease in all studies. In addition, high concentrations could be good or bad, flagging increased exposure to an atheromatous agent or its removal from plasma to clinical advantage. Observational clinical studies of reported intakes and measured levels of antioxidants do show some associations with below average expression of coronary artery disease, more clearly for vitamin E, and where any reported supplements are taken for at least two years.8 Plasma levels of all natural antioxidants are higher in vegetarians,9 and fish oil unsaturates—which might enhance the potential of LDL for oxidative damage—seemed to enhance resistance, possibly because the fish oil preparations are supplemented with vitamin E.10

These observations generally support the proposal that “natural” diets and in particular their antioxidants are good for you. However, clinical trials of direct supplementation have not met expectations. Probucol is a drug which can modestly lower cholesterol and high density lipoprotein (HDL), but it is also an extremely powerful antioxidant with effects beyond those of vitamin E and other antioxidants. It has therefore been given to patients with dyslipoproteinaemia and severe atheromatous disease, improving lipid profiles but without any dramatic effects on progression.11 Most trials of supplementation have shown no definite effect: one large trial showed that supplementation with vitamin E had little effect, and vitamin A a negative effect, on the progression of angina.13 Concerns that vitamins A and E might in some way compete are not well supported. In the randomised trial of variable but in some cases extremely high doses of vitamin E in patients with coronary disease (CHAOS trial),14 no single cardiovascular outcome was improved and non-cardiac mortality actually increased. Cardiovascular events overall defined as death plus non-fatal infarction were significantly reduced, but from the events in the treated group, many patients had not benefited from their supplementation. This situation is remarkably like that arising with cholesterol a few years ago, in that benefits were equivocal but more evident when trials were large and of several years duration, and that concerns arose over adverse effects. These concerns have been addressed by appropriate and appropriately powered clinical trials. Supplementation with pharmaceutical antioxidants may have a quite different balance of benefit and adverse effect than diets significantly enriched with foods containing antioxidants. But if such policy either through diet choice or enrichment was the nirvana for vascular disease as is widely claimed, then the benefits of current widespread change should now be clearly evident. It was interesting that at the American Heart Association meeting in 1996 the “smart money” was going on homocysteine, another very attractive idea based on persuasive association, not direct proof, and locked in to the benefits of vitamins and natural foods.

Appropriate clinical trials have to be the arbiter of population action and at present the immensely attractive
hypothesis that a shortage of natural antioxidants and perhaps other vitamins underpins human vascular disease is no more than that. All may be true but present evidence is not a sound basis for population action.
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Dr Mitchinson comments:
I concede that those of us who have invested years of work in the lipid oxidation hypothesis might sometimes be over enthusiastic. I cannot, however, agree that “... no single cardiovascular outcome was improved...” in the CHAOS trial. Myocardial infarction diminished in those taking vitamin E, to a degree seen with no other form of treatment. I have to agree that the benefits of vitamin E do not yet convince everyone, but I remain optimistic. Indeed, despite our areas of disagreement, the only real difference, it seems, is that my glass is half full and Professor Winder’s half empty.
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